What’s Your Superpower?

If you could choose a superpower, which one would it be? When asked this question as an icebreaker, I’ve heard some people say they’d love to fly; others say they would choose mindreading. Some would love to be invisible.

But for the believer in Jesus, the idea of having superpowers isn’t a fantasy.

It is the reality of being indwelled by God Himself, the source of actual and real supernatural power. And He gives gifts, spiritual gifts, that consist of supernatural enabling. We find the spiritual gifts in four places in the New Testament: 1 Corinthians 12 and Romans 12, Ephesians 4 and 1 Peter 4.

Consider these spiritual gifts—superpowers, if you will—given by the Holy Spirit to allow His people to minister to others:

**Teaching** — The supernatural ability to explain clearly and apply effectively the truth of the Word of God.

**Pastor/Teacher** — One who is supernaturally equipped to shepherd and feed the flock of God with the result of their growth and maturity.

**Evangelism** — The supernatural capacity to present the gospel message with exceptional clarity and an overwhelming burden for those who don’t know Christ.

**Word of Knowledge** — The supernatural ability to receive information and truth directly from God without natural means. To know without knowing how you know.

**Word of Wisdom** — The supernatural ability to have insight concerning God’s perspective and relay this insight succinctly to others. “Deep insight with handles.”

**Faith** — The supernatural ability to believe God for the impossible.

**Exhortation (Encouragement)** — The supernatural ability to come alongside and help others by
comforting, encouraging, challenging, and rebuking.

**Showing Mercy** — The supernatural ability to minister compassionately and cheerfully to those who are difficult to minister to.

**Giving** — The supernatural ability to give of one’s material goods to the work of the Lord consistently, generously, sacrificially, with wisdom and cheerfulness.

**Leadership/Administration** — The supernatural ability to organize and lead projects while handling people tactfully and providing the vision to keep them at the task.

**Service** — The supernatural ability to serve faithfully and joyfully behind the scenes, in practical ways, in long—term commitments to service.

**Helps** — The supernatural ability to minister joyfully to God’s people in short—term service with flexibility and sensitivity to what needs to be done.

**Discernment of Spirits** — A supernatural ability to distinguish between the spirit of truth and spirit of error, between holiness and evil. Can instantly sniff out when someone’s a phony or lying.

My husband and I created a list of diagnostic questions to help people find their superpowers, which you can find here: www.probe.org/how-do-you-determine-your-spiritual-gift/

Flying and mind-reading aren’t on our list, but you might find your superpower here!

This blog post originally appeared at blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/whats_your_superpower on Apr. 4, 2017.